1 BRAINSTORMING
What kinds of things might a teenager get an award for?

2

What does it mean?

Write the words from the box into the gaps. The paragraph number will help you.
first aid

special needs

courage

hose

challenge
ashamed

community
determination

youth prison
confident

rewarding
patient

Level 2 Intermediate

Challenge yourself

1. When you _____________________________ yourself, you test your skill and abilities. (title)
2. _____________________________ is what you have that enables you to do something that you know is
right or good, even though it is dangerous, frightening or very difficult. (para 2)
3. _____________________________ is another word for society and people in general. (para 3)
4. _____________________________ is what you have when you refuse to let anything prevent you from           
doing what you have decided to do. (para 3)
5. A _____________________________ is a very long tube for carrying water to a garden or a fire. (para 4)
6. Someone who is _____________________________ believes in their own abilities and so does not feel 		
      nervous or frightened. (para 6)
7. The term _____________________________ is used to talk about the particular requirements of people     
who have physical or mental disabilities. (para 7)
8. Someone who is _____________________________ is able to wait for a long time or deal with a difficult    
situation without becoming angry or upset. (para 7)
9. When something is _____________________________ it gives you satisfaction, pleasure or profit. (para 9)
10. A _____________________________ is a place where young people are kept as punishment for  
committing a crime. (para 10)
11. When you feel _____________________________ , you feel guilty or embarrassed because you have
done something wrong, or because you have not reached a standard that people expect. (para 11)
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12. _____________________________ is the basic medical treatment given as soon as someone is injured
or becomes ill. (para 12)

Challenge yourself
by Colm Flynn
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Skill

What you can do – just
a few examples
Personal Skill Learn a musical
instrument, a new
language, how to build
a canoe or how to cook!

Service

Community
Involvement

Physical
Recreation

Physical
Recreation

Expedition

Adventure

Duke of
Edinburgh

Gaisce
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that help people. Do
conservation work. Join
the Red Cross.
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tennis, martial arts,
gymnastics, polo,
mountain biking, yoga.
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(bronze) to four
(gold) days.
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Challenge yourself

challenge yourself
by Colm Flynn
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Find the information

Complete the chart with information from the article.
name

award

level

personal
skill

community
involvement
/ service

physical
recreation

expedition /
adventure

Michelle
Alan
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Robert

4

Teen talk

You should have seen me! We use this phrase to say how good or bad we were at doing something
or how exciting or terrible something that we did was.
1. Who uses the phrase You should have seen me! in the article, and why?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
2. When could you use this phrase?
a. When doing your homework.
b. When telling a story or giving a report.
c. When chatting online.

5

Level 2 Intermediate

Challenge yourself

Webquest

Click on How do I get involved? at the link below and then watch the two and a half minute slide
show about the Duke of Edinburgh award.
http://www.dofe.org/
Now answer these questions.
1. What are the titles of the skills categories? ________________________________________________________
2. How is the gold award different? ________________________________________________________________
3. What age do you have to be to do each award? ____________________________________________________
4. How long does each award take? _______________________________________________________________
5. Can you remember what was on at least four slides from each skills category? ____________________________
6. Complete the slogan: What will you do? __________________________________________________________

6

discussion

Imagine that you are going to take the award. Which level will you attempt and what will you choose
to do for the award? Write your ideas into the notepad below.

My notes:
Award:

!

Level:
Community service:
Physical recreation:
Personal skill:
Adventure / expedition:
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Discuss your choices and the reasons for them in small groups.

Key
1

4

Some possible answers:

1.    Michelle – to explain how proud she was of     
       her achievements with the fire brigade

Awards for good marks at school, acting,
writing, sports, bravery, physical achievement,
helping others, inventing something, etc. ...

2.

b

5

2

1.    volunteering, physical, skills, expedition,      
residential (gold only)
2.    It has a fifth skills category and takes longer    
(you also have to be at least 16 years old).
3.    bronze: 14+ years old, silver: 15+ years old,   
       gold: 16+ years old
4.    6 months, 6–12 months, 12–18 months
5. (own answers)
6. What will you do? It’s up to you!

1.    challenge
2. Courage
3. Community
4. Determination
5. hose
6.    confident
7.    special needs
8.    patient
9. rewarding
10.  youth prison
11. ashamed
12. First aid

Level 2 Intermediate

Challenge yourself

Note: As with all internal links, this one may
occasionally be broken or unavailable. Should   
this be the case, you can type Duke of 		
Edinburgh Award into the search field of an   
online video sharing site such as YouTube        
where you will find around 200 videos on
the topic.

award

level

personal
skill

community
involvement
/ service

physical
recreation

expedition /
adventure

Michelle

DoE

silver

public
speaking

fire brigade

athletics

cycling in
Lincolnshire

Alan

Gaisce

gold

learnt to
drive

special
needs school

tennis

kayaking in
Uganda

Robert

DoE

bronze

reading

first aid

swimming

walking in
Scotland
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http://www.youtube.com

